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US VS CHINA TRADE WAR 
THE ROAD UNTIL NOW

Article written by David Tita

tion and increased pressure from Washington for concessions lead to a lack of an agreement

between the two countries. This was followed by a general increase of tariffs on goods imported

from China starting in 2018, and the expected retaliation by the country on goods imported from

the U.S.

Despite President Trump’s statement that China would be paying for the tariffs, a 2019 Reuters

Study has concluded that most of the burden was put on U.S. consumers. By increasing the average

tariffs from 2.7% to 17.5%, resulting in the collection of over $300 billion, a large number of national

firms that relied on Chinese products forcefully had their costs increased, leading to lower profit

margins, higher prices across the board for customers, and cut of costs, particularly in wages and

jobs of U.S. workers, as over 300 000 jobs were lost due to this dispute. Additionally, a study from

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has found that the trade war “reduced U.S. investment

growth by 0.3 percentage points by the end of 2019, and is expected to shave another 1.6

percentage points off of investment growth by the end of 2020”, and has already lowered the

market capitalization of U.S. listed firms $1.7 trillion.
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Ever since he was a candidate, U.S. President Donald Trump has classified

trading relations with China as the primary cause for the loss of

manufacturing jobs and intellectual property, commonly referring the

substantial trade deficit of $346 billion in 2016. As such, he presented a

four-part plan to reform the trade relationship in favor of the U.S. After the

first meeting with the President of China, Xí Jìnpíng, the two agreed on a

100-day action plan to settle trade differences. However, further negotia- 

Logically, this trade war also impacted

Chinese firms, as they were forced to provide

discounts to account for some of the tariffs’

burden (significantly less than U.S. firms’, but

still existent), and also saw import prices

increase for U.S. products. However, they were

less exposed to that single market, and the

country reduced tariffs for other countries in

response.
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For instance, U.S. soy farmers lost billions of dollars for their product was now more expensive than

their Brazilian counterpart. The result for the United States was a trade deficit with China in 2019

similar to the one in 2016, but a higher trade deficit overall with other trade partners, with an

overall impact much higher than the one initially predicted, or rather announced by President

Trump. Even though most politicians support the intention of battling China’s “unfair trade policies”,

they disagree on the method used for the negative economic impact. In January of this year, the two

countries signed an agreement to ease the trade war, as China would increase imports by $200

billion above 2017’s levels and strengthen intellectual property rules and the U.S. would halve some

of the new tariffs imposed, indicating a possible future understanding between the two parties on

economic terms, but their relationship has still much to develop and demonstrate.
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US VS CHINA TECH WAR
OVERVIEW

Article written by Diogo Marques

As it was written in our January 2020 newsletter, China was the leading country on the 5G race

mostly through Huawei. It still looks that way and, apparently, American corporations still have

some work ahead to keep up with this company, but why is this war so important, and why do both

the US and China keep on banning each other's advances? Firstly, there's the will to have economic

power. The more advanced a country is and the bigger its technological power, the better its

influence and economic output. There's also the ideology aversion. These two countries usually

represent the extremes of political ideologies and, but not only, this factor often triggers different

conflicts. The history of these nations is also a factor to have in mind since there's usually some

hostility going on (either it being directly related to them or between other countries). Last but not

least, the worries on military and defense of each country. The US banned Huawei and warned

other countries to do so due to the risk of the Chinese government using it for spying purposes.

Recently, Trump has been expressing about banning other Chinese apps, like TikTok and WeChat,

for tracking user’s data and for its danger to the country.

It's hard to define a leading country in this war. This Bloomberg article helps to see and reflect on

some areas. We can see it's tough to establish a global leader. On this article, Bloomberg puts the

US one point ahead, but how stable are they? The 5G vantage for China could value more than one

score. The growth of China could be setting them to the top. The US attempt to weakening China is

not only by the prohibition of its technology, but they're also cutting its crucial suppliers. However,

if China was a follower in the tech sector a few years ago, today is gaining advantages and is

innovating. And, even though the last months have been covering mostly the US moves on Chinese

tech, this "banning" battle indeed started earlier, around 2009, since China has already banned more

than 50 American websites and apps. Which means that this Tech War is also a test on the nations

On 22nd February 2019, US President Donald Trump said that "US

shouldn't block technology". On 6th March 2019, the Chinese company

Huawei sued the United States for banning its activity in the country. This

"move", along with changes in the trade tariffs, came to intensify the trade

war between these two countries. On 15th January 2020, the "Phase One"

Trade Deal was signed, putting a medium/short-term end on this conflict,

but it seems that the two continue "fighting" over a technological war.
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economic strengths, especially to the tech American and American backed companies that export

to China.

It seems like there's a world division going on. For example, the principal chat apps used in the US

(WhatsApp and Messenger) are banned in China; if the US ban WeChat (most used in China and

third on the US), there's a clear division between these that will reflect more globally. It is, above all,

a political war and recently the US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said he wants a "clean" internet.

With all the banning activity and the speech given, it looks like a "Chinese movement" coming from

the US (to control the internet content like the Great Firewall of China). I don't believe in such an

extreme position from the US, but what would be the safe Chinese app for the US government to

allow? With elections in November and a defeat to the Republicans, Democrats may take a more

moderated position. But who knows? With this chain of events, I consider that the present

circumstances form an anti-globalization movement. For decades the world has been moving to be

more globalized, for better connections and transactions, for a better flow of capital, ideas and

assets. Although there's been a constant struggle to unite countries like the USA, China and Russia,

e.g., one could see these too, in some way, become more connected and even gain some advantages.

The better flow of assets, capital, ideas and people allowed for countries like China to trade, absorb

investment and to invest and allowed for countries like the USA to send factories and production

centers to undeveloped and cheaper countries. “A free-trade world contributes to a win-win

situation between those involved where war is a lose-lose situation”. The division and the barrier to

globalization have the power to change the geopolitical scenario of today. China's internal market is

big, but the US's is wealthier, and they are not enough to feed the economic activity of neither. We

may see Europe to "choose" a side or divide. The same with Asia, and especially Southeast Asia and

its working force. Companies with factories in China may have to reallocate them and the USA may

not be the solution. The relation between productivity and salary is not favourable in the USA.

Besides, Southeast Asia, Latin and South America may be targets of the low-income workforce. A

continent that hasn’t been "under the radar" is the African. The existence of factories in

underdeveloped countries brought them work and income. Although low, it is something, and

perhaps it could help poor African countries and even industrialize them. It could help both the

US/China and the country in question. Of course, it would help every country, but I believe that

African undeveloped countries could take this opportunity to attract jobs and wealth. Concluding, I

believe that there are some worries and changes to develop: the anti-globalization movement that

will affect not only the US and China but every country and average people; the possible fall on

productivity and production processes; the difficulty for everyone to access possible advances in

each country; the advances that will be missed due to non-cooperation; among others. A lot will be

written about this issue, but I believe that with China's internal market and economic growth and

dominance China is on their way to be a "winner" of this war.
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The Chinese video-sharing social networking service TikTok owned by

ByteDance, a Beijing based company founded in 2012 by entrepreneur Zhang

Yiming, has since the launch in 2016 experienced huge user growth globally.

As of July 2020, TikTok had 800 million active users, this makes TikTok the

9th biggest social network site (ahead of LinkedIn, Twitter, and Snapchat).

What makes TikTok stand out from the competition is that the app is

mainly an entertainment platform rather than a lifestyle platform.

TIKTOK
CHINA'S FIRST GLOBAL INTERNET

SUCCESS CAUGHT UP IN TECH WAR
Article written by Max Römbo

MAX RÖMBO
MSc in Finance

What makes it so attractive is that anyone can become a content provider and do not need to have

many followers for their content to go viral. The app also has an advanced algorithm which quickly

learn what content the user wants on their feed.

It’s safe to say that TikTok has been a huge success and nothing is showing this growth would stop

any time soon. That is if the company wouldn’t be dragged into the ongoing technological battle

between the US and China. On the 6th of August, President Trump issued an executive order

banning TikTok operating in 45 days if they are not sold by its Chinese parent company ByteDance.

The order prohibits after 45 days (15 of September) “any transaction by any person, or with respect

to any property, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, with ByteDance Ltd.,” The reasoning

behind Trump's order is a national security concern, the President have expressed concerns that the

Chinese mother company will share user data with the Chinese government. Those with security

concerns believe that if the Chinese government would put pressure on ByteDance to share the user

data, the company would have no other choice than comply with the demands. TikTok responds by

preparing to take legal actions against President Trump’s executive order calming it was issued

without any due process and no rational underlying argument for the order. TikTok also issued the

following statement “TikTok is not available in China. Its US user data is stored in Virginia with a

backup in Singapore and strict controls on employee access. TikTok has never provided any US

user data to the Chinese government, nor would it do so if asked. Any insinuation to the contrary is

unfounded and blatantly false. ”President Trump has since the response extended the deadline to 90

days (November 12th) instead of 45 days, which will be highly valuable for the dealmakers.
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Who and how much?

The American tech giant Microsoft has confirmed that talks to buy the US operation of TikTok are

ongoing. A purchase from Microsoft would enable the company, which has pivoted the last few

years to enterprise software and cloud computing to enter the lucrative advertising market. It would

mean Microsoft would become a meaningful player in the ad market, competing with Facebook and

Google. In recent days, Oracle has also initiated talks to purchase the TikTok US operations. Oracle

has some advantages over Microsoft regarding the negotiations. Oracle co-founder and CTO Larry

Ellison, the fifth richest man in America, is also publicly a Trump supporter having thrown a

fundraising event for his re-election. The political connections could give oracle an advantageous

price for TikTok given the interest President Trump has the transaction. President Trump argued in

August that the US state should get a cut of the proceeds since the President has allowed a deal to

be made. Since TikTok is a private company, financial information is not public making it hard to

put a value on the company. However, analysts expect a reasonable price would be between $10

and $30 billion.

The TikTok story is an example of companies becoming the victims of the political tech war

between the US and China. The next following months will be highly interesting and will reveal

whether TikTok will find a new owner or if its rapid success story in the US has come to a bitter

end.
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HUAWEI'S BLACKLISTING
ARE TRUMP'S POLICIES BEING EFFICIENT

IN STOPPING CHINA?
Article written by Pedro Santos

smartphones were provided by Huawei. I think it's safe to say that China is the biggest United

States competitor in the race for 5G and it appeared to have the upper hand until 2019, a lot due to

Huawei. However, according to Strategy Analytics, in the first quarter of 2020 Samsung had more

shipments per vendor of 5G smartphones, contrary to what happened in 2019 where Huawei sold 6,9

million units (and Samsung sold only 6,7 million) and represented 36,9% of the market. But even in

2019, there was a big downfall in the growth of net profit, because in 2018 and 2017 net profit grew

25% and 28% respectively, and in 2019 that value was only 5,65%. Eric Xu, Chairman of Huawei,

reportedly told CNBC that Huawei missed its goals and blames Trump's decision of blacklisting

Huawei for the 12 billion dollar shortfall in revenue.
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Since the tech war between China and the United States started, Huawei is

in the scope of the US government, and in May 2019 Trump effectively

banned the Chinese giant from his country. Trump's administration accused

Huawei of being a national threat by spying on people and working with the

Chinese government to steal other countries’ secret information. However, in

my opinion, it´s possible that what made Trump adopt this policy was the

race for the next generation of technology (5G).  In 2019, 19 million of 5G

This happened because the

smartphone and laptop sector, which

represents more than half of sales,

took a huge blow. Considering this

and the fact that R&D expenditure

increased a lot in 2019 due to the 5G

race against the US, we can now

understand why the profit margin

shrunk so much. Smartphone sales

were very affected due to the decision

from the US government in May 2019



of banning Huawei. Because of this, google can't work with this company, which means Google Apps

like YouTube or Google Maps won´t be pre-installed. So, I think Huawei's revenues didn't suffer even

more because of two key factors: 1. Huawei dominates the smartphone Chinese market, so even if

google apps are banned, consumers have other options 2. Even in international markets, Huawei is

trying to maintain Android as their smartphone's operating system by recurring to several devices’

updates. However, I don't think this tech giant wants to be dependent on its domestic market so its

only option is to develop a better alternative to the consumer then the one Google provided, and

there are even rumors Huawei will develop its own operating system. Developing an operating

system better then Android will be a challenge, and to make things worse Trump recently restricted,

even more, Huawei's access to the United States semiconductor market, to the point where not even

third parties who use US materials or software to fabricate chips can sell to the Chinese company.

In other words, because the US dominates the global chip market, Huawei will have to rely on

Chinese chipmakers. So, to conclude, I think Trump's decision of blacklisting Huawei is having its

negative effect on the company (but there are a lot of companies from different countries who

suffer from it, especially American semiconductors who supplied Huawei), and it will have to rely a

lot on its capability of innovation since even European companies like Nokia or Ericsson who are

also in the 5G race pitched themselves as Huawei 5G alternatives to the US government, trying to

close a deal. Trump's policies are making this tech war more “even”, putting it a lot more dependent

on China's ability to innovate, since the US is blocking its access from the high technology of other

countries.
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